
1. Main Parking lot at Botanical Gardens has how many formally painted parking spots? 23. 
2. At the entrance of the gardens you will spot three shed buildings. One with #1212 and a danger sign, a second with two skylights, What is the number 

on the third building?# 1209
3. This big roofed posting board houses information about the gardens & maps. How many “posting” sides does this sign structure have? 6
4. The Botanical Gardens of Silver Springs has a logo. How many distinct dark green  lines make up the logo? 4
5. In the center of the Labyrinth garden, where the paving stones are. How many “petals” make up this flower pattern in the middle of this garden? 6
6. Thank-you donation boxes . What percentage (%) of the project is volunteer based in our Community? 100%
7. In this swirly grove (looks like a backwards 9) of trees there is a cement stone in the middle of the interlocking bricks. What# is on it?  2002
8. At three different spots in this garden there are carved owl rocks, eagle and pelican statues. Add all of them up and you get this number ? 6
9. How many equal angled sections are in this “old post garden”, separated by wood farm fence posts? 3.

10. Shakespeare Garden: How many pictures of Shakespeare are hanging inside the wooden trellis covered by vines, by the main entrance closest to the 
maintenance sheds? 1.

11. How many “characters” are in the Botanical Gardens website? Www.        #   .ca?  4.
12. This beautiful Calgary Rock & Alpine Garden Society area has lots of rocks in it. If vertical rocks=0 and horizontal rocks=90 degrees. What number 

best represents the dominant angle of the flat & thin rocks in this garden=0.
13. This large sign made from stone and stucco along the Silver Springs Gate, when entering Silver Springs. How many trees are displayed on that sign, 

surrounded by an orange sky. 1
14. This visible green sign along Silver Springs Gate is for Crowchild Trail and posts both the West and the East directions on it. If we added West distance 

(m) and the East distance (m) on this sign, what would the total be? (800+500)=1300m
15. This large commemorative wood sign describes the year 2002 and the name “BP BirthPlace Forest”. How many trees were planted in honour of 

Calgary’s Newborns and our environment?  7000
16. Near the entrance to ”Oak Grove” you will see the main road along Silver Springs Gate. There will be four Maximum speed signs spanning four lanes of 

traffic. Add these four sign amounts together to answer this question. 240. 
17. At the tennis courts, there is one area where you can play against a green vertical wall surface with one white line. How many sections of tennis court 

fence does this wall surface cover?4
18. This high traffic crosswalk by the south-west access into the gardens has how many “walking man” signs are posted across the white striped 

crosswalk   6 (hint:make sure you check both directions) 
19. At this overflow parking spot near the soccer field, the park sign from the city states that this park is closed from 23:00 til 5:00 hours every day.

Part 1-Collecting number clues-Solutions created by Karen Bradshaw
Puzzle 3-Botanical Gardens



suite#   7     (space) at     5        7       2        0    SILVER SPRINGS BLVD NW, at the 
SILVER SPRINGS PLAZA.

Go to this location. Where did you end up?      Circle              K     (Two words)   

Part 2-Math Problem to final location-Solutions 
A=Q5 (6)+Q13 (1)+Q17(4)-4=7

B=Q3 (6)+Q4(4)-Q9(3)-2=5

C=Q1 (23)-Q8(6)-Q19(5)-Q18(6)-Q10(1)-Q12(0)+2=7

D=1+1=2

E=Q15 (7000)+Q14 (1300)+Q7(2002) 
+Q2(1209)+Q6(100) +Q16(240)-11,851=0
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